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Safe Basin Closure
Belews Creek Steam Station

For decades, North Carolina businesses, families and communities have 
benefited from the affordable electricity produced in part by coal-fired 
power plants. Rates well below the national average have fueled our 
economy, attracting jobs and vitality to our state.

Today, we’re moving to cleaner energy sources, retiring coal plants and 
closing the basins that store the waste produced from decades of power 
generation. Because the investments for this important work are paid 
for by customers, we’re keenly focused on managing cost while ensuring 
that people and the environment remain well-protected.

Before and after: Belews Creek’s ash basin will be safely drained and 
excavated, then graded to return the area beside the landfill to its original 
valley shape. The basin dam will be removed and replaced by a small 
retention dam for stormwater management.

Closure by excavation 
When coal is burned to 
generate electricity, the 
inorganic matter left behind 
is coal ash. Traditionally, 
the company managed 
that byproduct in treatment 
facilities known as basins, 
which are now being 
permanently closed.  
Basins were the accepted 
practice across the nation  
and have been safely  
operated under strict  
permits and state oversight.

At Belews Creek, 
approximately 12 million 
tons of ash will be excavated 
and moved to a new lined 
landfill on plant property, a 
process that will take about 
11 years. The landfill would 
be located partially within the 
prior footprint of the ash basin 
adjacent to Pine Hall Road 
and will be about 125 feet tall 
once completed.
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For more information about coal ash safe basin closure,  
please visit duke-energy.com/SafeBasinClosure.

Continuing to protect groundwater 
Duke Energy and independent experts have conducted extensive environmental studies – with strong oversight  
from state regulators – that confirm drinking and recreational water supplies have always been safe from coal ash.

This robust scientific data also shaped a detailed Corrective Action Plan (CAP) that will address the highly localized 
groundwater impacts – which are immediately under and beside the basins, largely contained on plant property  
and moving away from neighbors – to ensure those water supplies remain protected in the future.

At Belews Creek, the company is recommending advanced engineering technologies such as groundwater extraction  
wells and clean water infiltration wells to ensure that environmental conditions continue to improve. Once approved  
by environmental regulators, the plan will bring groundwater to state standards on an aggressive schedule, all while  
the public and environment remain protected.
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*Synthetic barrier thickness is dependent on material   
 selected and will meet all state and federal   
 regulations. Illustration not actual size. 1-mil equals  
 1/1,000 of an inch.
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**At some sites, such as Sutton, the vegetation and   
 soil layers could be replaced with a synthetic turf   
 cover that meets all state and federal regulations.

Environmental groups, regulators and Duke Energy all agree that permanently disposing of coal ash in an on-site landfill 
is protective of people and the environment. The landfill will be closed with multiple layers, including a synthetic barrier 
on top and bottom, a leak-detection system and backup liner. And it will be closely monitored for decades.

To view the detailed closure plan and Corrective Action Plan, visit deq.nc.gov/news/key-issues/coal-ash-
excavation/belews-creek-steam-station-coal-ash-closure-plan.
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